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The Academic Quality Council
The Academic Quality Council (AQC) functions as the official deliberative body through which
recommendations regarding curriculum change are made. It plays a significant role in ensuring the
institution provides a quality curriculum, one that is responsive to student, community, business, and fouryear institution needs, and one that is presented effectively.
The AQC is designed to provide a forum where appointed members of the College community can
meet to discuss matters dealing with curriculum and instruction. Matters discussed include the following:


Curriculum content



Course and/or program objectives, outcomes, indicators, and measures



Course and/or program assessment

AQC discussions take place within a structured context, and recommendations are developed and
forwarded to the appropriate administrators.
The AQC serves as an effective mechanism for review and discussion involving various stakeholders
in the process of considering course and program curricula, establishing outcomes, designing and
implementing appropriate corresponding assessments, and utilizing assessment findings to improve
academic courses and programs.
The responsibilities of the AQC include those generally assigned to a college’s curriculum committee.
Included in the functions of a typical college curriculum committee are the following:
1. Serving as a clearinghouse for studies, experiments, and innovations dealing with curriculum change.
2. Advising the chief academic officer on matters of curriculum and instruction.
3. Assisting in the continuous review of existing courses and programs.
4. Initiating new courses or programs.
5. Reviewing the College catalog to ensure accurate and effective communication of information related
to the College’s curriculum. AQC members will have the opportunity to review a draft of the catalog
and provide input before it is printed each year.
6. Providing an organized, formal vehicle and deliberative body for establishing, reviewing, and
evaluating the College’s curriculum.
7. Creating and maintaining a system for proposals for curriculum change to be processed.
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All recommendations of the AQC are made to the Vice President for Academic Affairs.
The AQC follows a standard process and uses standard proposals to organize and facilitate
processing recommendations for curriculum changes. The forms [see Appendix 2] are as follows:


NEW COURSE PROPOSAL



COURSE MODIFICATION PROPOSAL



NEW PROGRAM PROPOSAL



PROGRAM MODIFICATION PROPOSAL

Proposal Processing:
The development of a new credit or vocational credit course or program and/or the significant revision
of an existing one must be an interactive process involving as much as possible all areas of the institution
that may be impacted by the change created through this action. Proposal development begins with the
first consideration of curriculum change. Changes in the curriculum should be information-based and
should grow out of the consideration of appropriate data and information collected and analyzed in the
Academic IE process, and must be grounded in the College’s Vision, Purpose, and Mission.
At the earliest possible point in proposal development, consideration should be given to the overall
potential impact of the change. All institutional units likely to be impacted by the change should be
involved appropriately in proposal development.
The following faculty and staff are permitted to bring a proposal before the AQC:
1. Full-time faculty who are either on annual contract or continuing contract
2. Program Directors for AS/AAS/Certificate programs
3. Academic Deans
When a new program is being introduced into the curriculum of the College wherein no full-time faculty
or program directors are in place, either an Academic Dean or the District Dean may present the
proposal(s) to AQC.
If a faculty member/program director who has developed a proposal is unable to attend the AQC
meeting at which the proposal is on the agenda, it is preferred to delay discussion of the proposal until the
faculty member/program director sponsoring the proposal is able to attend. However, the faculty
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member/program director may ask another faculty member from the same discipline or the
academic/district deans to present the proposal if it is a time sensitive matter.
Steps for Submitting an AQC Proposal:
1. A faculty member or program director has an idea for curricular change.
2. The faculty member or program director discusses the proposed change with his/her academic
dean.
3. The faculty member/program director shares the proposed change with all colleagues in his/her
discipline and copies the other academic dean and pertinent department coordinators (DCs).
4. The faculty member/program director develops the proposal using the Curriculog software at the
following website: polk.curriculog.com. Once s/he has launched (published) the proposal, it will
pass through approval several steps, including a review by the College editor and the District
Dean of Academic Programs.
5. The District Dean shares the proposal with the AQC membership and resource members at least
one week prior to the AQC meeting, using the Curriculog website. The District Dean also sends
an email to all faculty/program directors at the College, with an agenda for the meeting attached,
and directions to view all proposals in Curriculog. All committee members will also receive an
email from Curriculog containing a link to the agenda for that month’s meeting.
6. If the AQC approves the proposal, the Vice President of Academic Affairs, the Academic Deans,
and the AQC Chair complete the final validation process in Curriculog for final approval.
7. Proposals receiving final approval are recorded in Curriculog, and sent to the Academic Services
Specialist for records retention.
By following this process, the College will follow the guidelines provided by SACS related to the
curriculum; the institution places primary responsibility for the content, quality, and effectiveness of its
curriculum with its faculty (SACS Requirement 3.4.10).

Membership:
The AQC members are appointed by President’s Staff. When a member’s term has expired, President’s
Staff requests volunteers from the discipline in question and appoints a member from the volunteers.
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Members of the AQC are as follows:
President’s Staff Liaison: Vice President of Academic Affairs
Chair of the AQC: District Dean of Academic Programs
Voting Members:
Academic Dean or Associate Academic Dean, Lakeland Campus
Academic Dean or Associate Academic Dean, Winter Haven Campus
10 Faculty Members from AA Programs:
2 Members, English Faculty
1 Member, Developmental Reading/Writing Faculty
1 Member, Humanities Faculty
2 Members, Social Sciences Faculty
2 Members, Mathematics Faculty
2 Members, Natural Sciences Faculty
4 Program Directors/Faculty Members from AS Programs
Representative, Advising Staff, Lakeland
Representative, Advising Staff, Winter Haven
Student Representative, Lakeland SGA Officer
Student Representative, Winter Haven SGA Officer
Resource Members:
Representative, Learning Resources & TLCC, Lakeland
Representative, Learning Resources & TLCC, Winter Haven
Dean of Student Services, Lakeland
Dean of Student Services, Winter Haven
College Registrar
Director, Institutional Research
Consortium Systems Specialist (Registrar’s Office)
Academic Services Specialist (District)
Representative, Instructional Technology
Voting is done using the majority rule. A tie vote means the motion does not carry. The President’s Staff
Liaison, the AQC Chair, and resource members do not vote.

For Curriculum Proposal processing, the following constitutes a quorum:


1 Academic Dean or Associate Academic Dean



3 Members from Liberal Arts



1 Member from Mathematics



1 Member from Science



1 Member from AS programs



1 Member from Advising

NOTE: A member who cannot attend a meeting is expected to arrange for a substitute from the same
discipline area represented by the absent member. A substitute will count toward a quorum, and will be
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accorded all the rights and privileges of a regular member, including the right to vote on matters before
the committee. Members may not vote by proxy.

Responsibilities of AQC Members:
The AQC members communicate information to and from their constituents regarding curriculum changes
or other issues on the agenda for AQC meetings. Representatives from Advising provide insight from an
advising point of view, serve as advocates from the student perspective, and serve as an information
conduit to Student Services staff in regard to AQC actions/recommendations. Students provide a student
perspective on curricular issues. The students should meet with the chair of the AQC committee at the
start of their term to receive an overview of the purpose and procedures of the committee. They are also
encouraged to meet regularly with one of the advising representatives for mentorship to understand more
completely the workings of the AQC.

If members of a discipline feel that their representative is not adequately representing the discipline, the
members of the discipline take their concerns to their Academic Dean who would look at the merit of the
complaint and then take it to President’s Staff if deemed necessary.

Responsibilities of Resource Members:
1. Consortium Systems Specialist – Advises AQC on whether proposed changes can be supported
by Genesis and implements approved changes in Genesis after each meeting.
2. Academic Services Specialist – Oversees all aspects of curriculum proposal software, Curriculog,
and the online catalog, Acalog. Serves as the institutional contact with the State Course
Numbering System (SCNS).
3. Institutional Research – Provides advice and support regarding data collection and analysis.
4. TLCC/Library – Provides insight from Library/TLCC point of view.
5. Registrar – Provides insight from the admission, registration, credit-transfer, articulation, and
system-logistics perspectives; provides knowledge of generally accepted practices among
colleges in course description, numbering, and program design, and is a SACSCOC resource.
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6. Instructional Technology Representative - Provides insight on how proposed changes may affect
the appropriate integration of technologies in face-to-face, hybrid, and online instructional delivery
environments;

available

to

consult

about

instructional

systems

design

and

other

curricular/pedagogical areas.

The General Education Committee
The General Education Committee’s primary responsibility is to review and make recommendations to the
College’s administration, the AQC, and the DBOT regarding the general education curriculum

in

accordance with the College’s mission of providing a quality-driven education. This ad hoc committee is
an advisory committee of the Academic Quality Council (AQC). The Committee will review the general
education curriculum, which includes reviewing learning outcomes, accomplishment of the general
educational goals, and credit distribution across the general education areas, and submit
recommendations to ensure the general education curriculum meets general education goals and
learning outcomes. New general educational courses will be reviewed by the General Education
Committee; then, the Committee will send its recommendation to the AQC. Effective collaboration
and communication will be a part of all general education decisions made at the College.

*Note: In the Curriculog process, courses that require approval as General Education courses will be
reviewed by the Program Director/ Department Coordinator, and then sent concurrently to the General
Education Committee and the college editor.
MEMBERSHIP: (17 voting members, 1-2 year appointment)
The General Education Committee will consist of the following, which will include at least 4 faculty from
AQC (2 LK and 2 WH) and at least 1 Faculty Senate member:










District Dean of Academic Affairs
Academic Deans (2)
English - 2 Faculty* (1 LK and 1 WH)
Humanities - 2 Faculty* (1 LK and 1 WH)
Mathematics - 2 Faculty* (1 LK and 1 WH)
Social Sciences - 2 Faculty* (1 LK and 1 WH)
Natural Sciences/Wellness - 2 Faculty* (1 LK and 1 WH)
4 additional Faculty* (2 AA and 2 AS/BAS/BS)
*Faculty should be full-time regular

Co-chairs will be selected from this membership: one from LK and one from WH. The members listed
above will serve as the eligible voters for changes to the general education curriculum. In the event a
member is unable to attend, he/she is responsible for sending an alternate.
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President’s Staff Liaison: Vice President for Academic Affairs
Resource Members - up to 2 representatives from each of the following:






Learning Resources and TLCC
Student Services Staff
Institutional Research
Program Directors from AS/AAS (1 LK and 1 WH)

SOME ITEMS OF INTEREST AND IMPORTANCE:
1. When is it necessary for a proposal to be considered by the AQC?


New Course



Course Modifications as follows: end terming*, reactivation (of an end termed course), or change to
any of the following: title, course description, contact hour, contact hour distribution, credit hour,
prerequisite, corequisite, or substantive content change (> 20% of the course).



New Program



Program Modification in which curricular requirements change

Minor modifications and/or state-mandated changes do not require formal action by the AQC, but will be a
matter of information for the AQC.
*End terming a course as a result of a decision made by the respective Program Director/ Department
Coordinator regarding stale courses does not require a formal proposal. Instead, the end termed courses
will be shared as an information item at the following September AQC meeting.
Honors Courses: Honors courses have the same course descriptions as the equivalent standard course
offering. However, in addition to meeting the course outcomes for the standard version of the course,
Honors versions of a course must also include one or more of the Honors Program outcomes on the BCI.
Because the course description and the majority of the course outcomes are the same, an Honors course
is not brought to the AQC for approval unless it is a course that has not been taught in a standard version
at the college. Instead, the BCI for the Honors course with the additional Honors Program outcomes is
brought to the AQC for informational purposes.
Pilot Courses: Pilot courses may be offered one time before they must come to AQC for formal approval
and addition to the curriculum, unless an exception is granted by the Vice President of Academic Affairs.
Pilot courses must be approved by the Academic Dean and forwarded to the Vice President of Academic
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Affairs for information. The Vice President will then send an email to all AQC members informing them of
the pilot courses. Pilot courses presented to AQC should include the title, proposed course prefix and
number, course prerequisites if applicable, credit hours and contact hours, and course description.

2. Effective Dates for Changes:


For new courses: can be effective the following semester. Proposals for new courses should be
brought to AQC by March for implementation in the fall term and by October for implementation in
the spring term.



For course modifications: fall of following academic year, unless changes are needed to fix
problems with the course (and students are not negatively affected) or changes are mandated by a
certain date by the program’s accrediting body. Ideally, proposals should be brought to AQC by the
March prior to fall implementation.



For new programs: fall of following academic year. Ideally, proposals should be brought to AQC by
the March prior to fall implementation.



For program modifications: fall of following academic year, unless the changes are needed to fix
problems in the program (and students are not negatively affected), unless changes provide
additional options to students in the program without changing any program requirements, or
unless changes are mandated by a certain date by the program’s accrediting body. Ideally,
proposals should be brought to AQC by the March prior to fall implementation.

3. BCI’s: Every proposal for a new course, new program, course modification, and/or program
modification must include a BCI for every new and modified course included in the proposal. The BCI
must include a section listing course content so that this information can be submitted by the
Academic Services Specialist to the State Course Numbering System (SCNS).

4. Course Description: The course description printed in the College catalog is an important source of
information to the student. Given the importance of the course description, it should be written as
carefully and as precisely as possible. The general purpose of the course description is to provide a
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brief synopsis of the course content and to list any special conditions related to the course.
Guidelines for writing course descriptions are provided in Appendix I of this handbook.

5. Program Format: All program proposals must be accompanied by a complete program outline in the
format used in the catalog and in program brochures. Where appropriate, copies of state-mandated
curriculum frameworks should accompany the proposal.

6. Curriculum Review: Pursuant to SBE Rule 6A-10.0331 and DBOT Rule 2.26, the College shall
establish an annual curriculum review. Once a year, the Office of Academic Affairs will review with
faculty any courses that have not been offered in 5 years. Courses that are not planned to be offered in
the next 5 years shall be end termed and presented as information items at AQC.

As part of the curriculum review, the faculty will also review course BCIs on a regular basis, pursuant to
FS 1001.03. Courses in the AS/AAS and certificate programs are reviewed annually with the Program
Reviews conducted by the Program Directors. Courses in the AA programs will be reviewed by the
faculty in the teaching discipline such that each course BCI is reviewed on a five-year cycle. Each year
the Office of Academic Affairs will send a list of courses that are scheduled for evaluation that year to
the academic deans to disseminate to the appropriate faculty. The academic deans will report to the
Office of Academic Affairs any changes the faculty would like to the courses under review. Any
substantive changes (>20%) must go to AQC for approval.

Minor changes will be reported for

information to AQC.

7. Federal Program Integrity Rules:
In order to comply with federal Department of Education Program Integrity Rules, the following guidelines
must be followed:
When a new program is added to the curriculum that is subject to Gainful Employment reporting, Polk
State College will notify the federal Department of Education (ED) at least 90 days before the first day of
class. The notification must include:
o

How the institution determined the need for the program and how the program is
designed to meet market needs.
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o

How the program was reviewed or approved by a business advisory committee, program
integrity board, and/or business likely to employ graduates.

o

Documentation that the program has been approved by the institution’s accreditor.

o

The date of the first day of class of the new program.

After notification, Polk State College may proceed to offer the new program unless ED identifies a
concern or need for additional information. If ED has concerns, they will alert the Polk State College at
least 30 days before the first day of class and specify the concerns.

8. Changes to Pre-Admission tracks for Limited Admission Programs:
When a program change is made to a Limited Admission Program that affects students in the affiliated
pre-admission tracks, the following will occur:
a) Students in the affiliated preadmission tracks will be grandfathered in with the previous
requirement for one full year from the date that the change is effective (typically the fall of the next
academic year). The program director will describe this transition plan in the AQC Program
Modification form.
b) The program directors will work with the District Office of the Registrar to notify in writing (letter or
email) all current students in the preadmission tracks. Current students are those students who
have been continuously enrolled regardless of the year of their advising track. Advisors will
receive the same notification from the program director.
c) The appropriate staff in the District Office of the Registrar will adjust the preadmission advising
track degree audits going back five years to reflect the change in the limited admission
requirements with a notation alerting students about the change.
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APPENDIX I
GUIDELINES FOR WRITING COURSE
DESCRIPTIONS
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Guidelines for Writing Course Descriptions:
A course description should be clear and concise (no more than 750 characters). It should convey to
the student the content and the expected outcomes of the course. It should be written in standard
English, should be as jargon-free as possible, and should follow the guidelines listed below. Course
developers should review the suggested course description on the State Course Numbering System’s
website to ensure that their description covers most (if not all) of the same topics listed in the state
description. A proposal submitted to the AQC must include a complete course description written exactly
as the description is intended to appear in the College’s catalog.
Suggestions for writing catalog descriptions:
1. The course description should be written in the third person and in full sentences.
2. Prerequisites, contact hours, and credits should be in bold face without abbreviations.
3. When referring to another course, the full title of the course should be written out and placed in italics
and its abbreviation should be included in parentheses directly after it.
Ex: This course continues the presentation of objectives from Anatomy and Physiology I (BSC
2085C….
4. Verbs should be written in present tense and in the active rather than the passive voice whenever
possible.
Examples:
Avoid: X, Y, and Z are covered in this course.
Preferred: This course covers X, Y, and Z.
5. Course developers should use active verbs from Bloom's Taxonomy to describe what the course
covers and what students do in the course. They should avoid phrases such as "Students learn about..."
or "Students gain an understanding of..."
Examples of active verbs:

Students create baskets and apply designs.

This course discusses Shakespeare.

This course applies the principles of statistics to everyday events.
For reference, please see the included table of verbs classified according to Bloom’s Taxonomy at
the end of Appendix I.
6. Each course description should contain statements pertaining to the material presented in the course
and the student's role in the course (i.e. what he or she will be doing in the course).
7. Course developers should use common language whenever possible. For example, use verbiage such
as “appropriate placement score” rather than a specific test name.
8. When writing a sentence that contains a list, make sure the items of the list are parallel in structure.
Examples:
Avoid: Variations include posters, projects, and making presentations.
Preferred: Variations include posters, projects, and presentations.
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Sample Course Descriptions:
HIS 2351 The Early Middle Ages
3 hours Lecture, 3 credits
This course provides a survey of Europe in the Early Middle Ages (300-1100) from the emergence of
Christianity and the decline of the Roman Empire in the West, through the Investiture Struggle and the
early Crusades. The course covers social, political, cultural, and religious developments of the period.
The curriculum emphasizes student reading of primary sources including literary and religious texts, and
the public record.

MAT 2001 Logic, Language, and Proof
3 hours Lecture, 3 credits
Prerequisites: C or higher in MAT 1003 or MAT 1005
This is a basic course in the logic of mathematics, the construction of proofs, and the writing of proofs.
The mathematical content focuses on set theory, combinatorics, and Euclidean geometry. There is
considerable focus on writing. Students solve logic problems and provide a written explanation for proofs.

PCB 2023 Cell Biology
3 hours Lecture, 3 hours Lab, 4 credits
Prerequisites: BIO 1010C and BIO 1011C
This course studies the cell as the unit of structure, biochemical activity, genetic control, and
differentiation for organisms. The principles of biochemistry and genetics are applied to the study of
cellular nutrition, growth, and development. This course requires each student to prepare an independent
research project and paper for review. Laboratory activities allow for the application of lecture material as
students observe, measure, and predict the outcomes of experiments.
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Bloom’s Taxonomy & Associated Action Verbs
Level I: Knowledge
Arrange

Describe

Identify

List

Quote

Recognize

Select

Tell

Count

Draw

Indicate

Locate

Read

Record

State

Trace

Define

Duplicate

Label

Name

Recite

Relate

Tabulate

Write

Report

Revise

Translate

Level II: Comprehension
Associate

Contrast

Change

Discuss

Convert

Give an
example
Distinguish

Locate
Paraphrase

Represent

Rewrite

Classify

Describe

Estimate

Illustrate

Predict

Restate

Simplify

Compute

Differentiate

Explain

Interpret

Recognize

Review

Summarize

Level III: Application
Apply

Construct

Employ

Interpret

Predict

Produce

Transfer

Calculate

Contribute

Establish

Operate

Prepare

Project

Translate

Chart

Discover

Examine

Order

Relate

Provide

Use

Chose procedures
Collect
information
Complete

Find solutions

Report

Schedule

Utilize

Illustrate

Organize

Restate

Sketch

Write

Dramatize

Implement

Perform

Review

Solve

Level IV: Analysis
Analyze
Break down
Appraise
Conclude

Contract
Correlate
Categorize
Compare

Contrast

Detect

Determine
Criticize

Discriminate
Distinguish

Diagram

Debate

Infer

Experiment

Differentiate

Generalize

Organize

Outline
Inspect

Inventory

Prioritize
Question

Select
Separate
Solve
Summarize

Level V: Synthesis
Assemble

Compile

Design

Facilitate

Integrate

Negotiate

Prescribe

Reorganize

Build

Compose

Devise

Formulate

Invent

Organize

Produce

Specify

Collaborate

Construct

Detect

Generate

Manage

Plan

Propose

Substitute

Collect

Create

Develop

Generalize

Modify

Prepare

Relate

Unite

Level VI: Evaluation
Appraise

Compare

Decide

Estimate

Justify

Rate

Select

Argue

Conclude

Defend

Evaluate

Measure

Recommend

Support

Assess

Contrast

Determine

Grade

Predict

Revise

Test

Choose

Critique

Develop

Judge

Rank

Score

Verify

Notes:
• All levels of learning are important. The lower levels support the higher levels; the higher levels cannot function
effectively without the lower levels.
• Higher levels are more complex, not necessarily more difficult. Difficulty depends on prerequisite knowledge and
skills.

Source: Teri Moore, Associate Vice President for Learning, New River Community College, Dublin,
Virginia, April 2009.
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APPENDIX II
Instructions for AQC Proposals
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How to build a Course Modification
**IMPORTANT: You will need to build and “launch” the proposal before entering the modifications that you wish
to make. Please read all instructions thoroughly.
After you login, select “New Proposal” from under the “My Tasks” tab or “My Proposals” tab.
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Next, select the type of proposal that you would like to build and submit:

*Before clicking, let the mouse hover on the item you wish to select. The two icons below will appear. Select the
“check mark” icon for “Start Proposal.”
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You are now in the form where you will build the proposal.
First, click the “Show Help Text” icon indicated below.

The help text will resemble the example below, and will be near the top left side of the screen.
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Fill out “Department,” “Course Prefix,” and “Course Number.”

You will now need to import the existing catalog information by selecting the blue arrow indicated below.

A pop-up window will appear. Select the “check mark” for “Select this external source” next to “Acalog:
Catalog/Handbook” and the respective year.
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Uncheck the “Exclude previously imported items” box and click “Search Available Curriculum.”

When the search results appear, select the appropriate course by clicking on it.
From the next screen, select “Import this Item.”
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This will return you to the proposal form. Because of the import, the Course Description, Prerequisite, and Course
Title fields will be populated. Fill in all required fields and fields for items you wish to modify with CURRENT
course information. For example, if you wish to change load points from 12 to 16, you would enter 12 in the load
points field. After you launch the proposal, you will modify this field to 16.

If your proposed modification involves any of the areas indicated above, please attach a BCI.
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To attach a document (BCI, Impact Report, etc.), select the icon indicated below:

To find the document you wish to attach, click on the “Browse” button. This will make a pop-up window appear.
Locate and click on the item you wish to attach. The pop-up window will close automatically. Click the “Upload”
button circled above. Your file will then appear under the “Attached Files” heading shown above.
Some text boxes will provide you with the following menu:

If you would like to add a table, use this button.
If you wish to stop working and come back to the proposal later, you can do so at any time, and your work will
be saved, both before and after the proposal has been launched. You would only need to login and select the “My
Proposals” tab to retrieve it. However, once you approved the proposal (see steps below), you will no longer have
access to make changes because the proposal will have moved to the next step in the approval sequence. Contact
Sarah Plazak is you need to change something after you have approved the proposal.
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You are now ready to “launch” your proposal. (Please note: “launching” and “approving” are separate steps.) Return
to the top of the page, and select the blue “Launch proposal” arrow.

You will receive the following pop-up window. Select “Launch Proposal.”

Once launched, this notification will appear in the top right corner of the screen:

**Despite that message, you are not done with the proposal. You now need to enter the modifications that you are
proposing.
For example, if you were proposing a modification to a prerequisite, you would select the “Prerequisite” field,
making a text box and two buttons appear. You would space out the existing text, enter the modified text, and press
“save.” You must save each individual modification.
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Next, you would need to change “User Tracking” from “Show Current” to “Show current with markup” by
using the drop-down box arrows.

The modification that you had made would now resemble this:

Follow the same steps for any other component of the course you wish to modify. Once that is fine, you are ready to
complete the next step, running an Impact Report.
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To run an Impact Report, go to the top of the screen and select the “Reports” tab circled below (you will navigate
away from the proposal upon which you are working, but it will be saved. You will be able to return to it
momentarily).

From the next screen, select “Impact Report” (circled below).

The following drop-down menu will appear:

Enter the prefix and code of the course for which you are building the proposal. Click “Add External System.”
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The following pop-up window will appear:

Click on “Catalog/Handbook 2014-2015” and “Add External Systems to Impact Report” (see arrows above).
This will close the pop-up window. Notice below that the External System now reflects the Catalog/Handbook.
Click “Generate Report.”
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Your report will appear in a pop-up window, and will resemble the following:

Click the “Export Report as CSV” button indicated above to export the information into an Excel file that you can
save and upload as an attachment to your proposal.
To return to your proposal, close the report’s pop-up window by click the “X” in the upper right corner.
From this screen, select “Proposals” from the menu at the top pf the page (see arrow below)
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You will be taken to the “My Tasks” tab of your proposals. Select the “My Proposals” tab.

Hover your mouse over the proposal that you wish to continue working on (it should be marked with green, as
indicated with the arrow below). Click the “Edit Proposal” icon circled below.

Repeat the steps for attaching documents (discussed earlier) to attach the Impact Report to the proposal.
Follow the next steps to complete your current step of the proposal process by making your decision.
From the right-hand column, select the “Decisions” icon indicated below:
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Please select either the “Accept” or “Reject” radio button. You have the option of leaving a comment detailing the
reason for your decision, but that is purely an optional field. Lastly, click “Make My Decision.”
This will move the proposal on to the next step, so it will no longer appear under your “My Tasks” tab. If you need
to view the proposal after this point, select the “All Proposals” tab.
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How to build a Program Modification
**IMPORTANT: You will need to build and “launch” the proposal before entering the modifications that you wish
to make. Please read all instructions thoroughly.
After you login, select “New Proposal” from under the “My Tasks” tab or “My Proposals” tab.
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Next, select the type of proposal that you would like to build and submit:

*Before clicking, let the mouse hover on the item you wish to select. The two icons below will appear. Select the
“check mark” icon for “Start Proposal.”
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You are now in the form where you will build the proposal.
First, click the “Show Help Text” icon indicated below.

The help text will resemble the example below, and will be near the top left side of the screen.
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Fill out “Department,” “Title of Program,” “Program Type,” “Choose a Program,” and indicate program, if
applicable.

You will now need to import the existing catalog information by selecting the blue arrow indicated below.
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A pop-up window will appear. Select the “check mark” for “Select this external source” next to “Acalog:
Catalog/Handbook” and the respective year.

Uncheck the “Exclude previously imported items” box and click “Search Available Curriculum.”
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From the next screen, select “Import this Item.”
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This will return you to the proposal form (you will see the imported material on the next page). Fill in all required
and applicable fields appropriately. For items you wish to modify, fill in those fields with current program
information. For example, if you wish to delete ENC 1101 from the curriculum, you would launch it with ENC
1101, and after the launch, you would delete the course from the curriculum.

To attach a document to the proposal, select the icon indicated below:

To find the document you wish to attach, click on the “Browse” button. This will make a pop-up window appear.
Locate and click on the item you wish to attach. The pop-up window will close automatically. Click the “Upload”
button circled above. Your file will then appear under the “Attached Files” heading shown above.
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Some text boxes will provide you with the following menu:

If you would like to add a table, use this button.
If you wish to stop working and come back to the proposal later, you can do so at any time, and your work will
be saved, both before and after the proposal has been launched. You would only need to login and select the “My
Proposals” tab to retrieve it. However, once you approve the proposal (see steps below), you will no longer have
access to make changes because the proposal will have moved to the next step in the approval sequence. Contact
Sarah Plazak is you need to change something after you have approved the proposal.
When you reach the “Curriculum” section, you will notice the information from the import.
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You are now ready to “launch” your proposal. Return to the top of the page, and select the blue “Launch proposal”
arrow.

You will receive the following pop-up window. Select “Launch Proposal.”

Once launched, this notification will appear in the top right corner of the screen:

**Despite that message, you are not
modifications that you are proposing.

done with the proposal. You now need to enter the

The following are some of the most common modifications with their
instructions:
If you need to add or remove a courses, go to the “Curriculum section” shown below and continue into Section 1
(for additions) or Section 2 (for deletions).
(If you do not need to add or delete courses, skip to Section 3 on page 17.)
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Section 1: Adding a Course
To add a course, go to the “View Curriculum Courses” icon circled in red above.
At the end of the list of courses, you will see the following:

Select “Import Course,” as indicated above.
A pop-up window will appear. Select the “check mark” for “Select this external source” next to “Acalog:
Catalog/Handbook” and the respective year.
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Change the “Filter by field” (circled below) to “Prefix” by using the drop-down arrow.

Enter your course prefix into the “Prefix” field circled below. Press “Search Available Curriculum.”
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Under “Search Results,” you will now see all of the courses with the prefix that you entered that are currently
offered at the College (see below).

Select the course or courses that you wish to add by clicking on them, then press “Add Courses to Proposal” (noted
below).

These added courses will now reflect under the “View Curriculum Courses” area of the proposal.
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To move these additions into their proper section, select the “View Curriculum Schema” icon (circled below).

Click on the area to which you wish to add the two courses. You will then see two buttons (noted below). Select
“Add Courses.”

A box similar to the one below will pop-up:

Select the desired course/courses, then press “Add Course” (see above).
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**To see all of the additions that you have made, select the “Preview Curriculum” icon that is circled below.

This will bring up a pop-up box (see below). Select the red pencil icon (circled below). Any additions will appear in
green writing.

**If no further modifications need to be made, move on to Section 4 on page 18.
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Section 2: Removing a Course from the Curriculum
If you need to delete a course from the curriculum, begin under the “View Curriculum Schema” area of the
Curriculum section (icon circled below).

Select the section that houses the course that you wish to delete.
A drop-down menu will appear, containing all of the courses within that section (see below).

Hover your mouse on the course you wish to delete. A blue “X” will appear next to the course title (see above).
Click the “X” to delete the course.
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To see all of the deletions that you have made, select the “Preview Curriculum” icon that is circled below.

This will bring up a pop-up box (see below). Select the red pencil icon (circled below). Any deletions will appear in
red with a strike-through line.

**If no further modifications need to be made, move on to Section 4 on page 18.
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Section 3: Other Modifications
Click on the field that you wish to edit. A text box and two buttons will appear. Space out the existing text, enter the
modified text, and press “save.” **You must save each individual modification. **

Next, change “User Tracking” from “Show Current” to “Show current with markup” by using the drop-down
box arrows.

The modification that you had made would now resemble this:

Make all modifications outlined in your proposal. Move on to Section 4.
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Section 4: Making Your Decision
From the right-hand column, select the “Decisions” icon indicated below:

Please select either the “Accept” or “Reject” radio button. You have the option of leaving a comment detailing the
reason for your decision, but that is purely an optional field. Lastly, click “Make My Decision.”
This will move the proposal on to the next step, so it will no longer appear under your “My Tasks” tab. If you need
to view the proposal after this point, select the “All Proposals” tab.
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How to Build a New Course Proposal
After logging in to Curriculog, select either the “My Tasks” or “My Proposals” tab. Then, click on “New Proposal.”

Hover on “New Course Proposal” and click the check-mark button to “Start Proposal.”
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This brings you into the proposal form itself. First, click the “Show Help Text” icon indicated below.

The help text will resemble the example below, and will be near the top left side of the screen.
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Continue through the form, filling in all fields.

**NOTE: If you cannot find the “Course Prefix” that you need in the drop-down menu, please contact Sarah
Plazak at ext. 5331 to assist you.
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You will need to attach a course BCI. To attach any document (including a BCI), select the icon indicated below:

To find the document you wish to attach, click on the “Browse” button. This will make a pop-up window appear.
Locate and click on the item you wish to attach. The pop-up window will close automatically. Click the “Upload”
button circled above. Your file will then appear under the “Attached Files” heading shown above.
Some text boxes will provide you with the following menu:

Use the button indicated above, if you would like to add a table.
If you wish to stop working and come back to the proposal later, you can do so at any time, and your work will
be saved, both before and after the proposal has been launched. You would only need to login and select the “My
Proposals” tab to retrieve it. However, once you approve the proposal (see steps below), you will no longer have
access to make changes because the proposal will have moved to the next step in the approval sequence. Contact
Sarah Plazak is you need to change something after you have approved the proposal.
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When you reach the following section, you are ready to “launch” your proposal:

To “launch” this proposal, return to the top of the page, and select the blue “Launch proposal” arrow.

You will receive the following pop-up window. Select “Launch Proposal.”

Once launched, this notification will appear in the top right corner of the screen:

***Despite this message, you have one more step. ***
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From the right-hand column, select the “Decisions” icon indicated below:

Please select either the “Accept” or “Reject” radio button. You have the option of leaving a comment detailing the
reason for your decision, but that is purely an optional field. Lastly, click “Make My Decision.”
This will move the proposal on to the next step, so it will no longer appear under your “My Tasks” tab. If you need
to view the proposal after this point, select the “All Proposals” tab.
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